A neural network taken as a model of a trainable system appears to be nothing but a dynamical system evolving on a tangent bundle with changeable metrics. In other words to learn means to change metrics of a definite manifold.
I. INTRODUCTION
An application of differential or integro-differential calculus for modeling of dynamical and selforganizing processes in social and natural systems has become a tradition since the works of . Lottca who released a book "Elements of Physical Biology" (Baltimore, 1925) and W. Waltterra whose paper "Sulla periodicita delle fluttuazioni biologiche" appeared in 1927. Lots of complicated problems in mathematics, physics, astronomy, chemistry and biology find their decisions (Hilborn and Tufillaro, 1997) when implementing the modern sophisticated and carefully elaborated nonlinear-dynamical approach. It combines dynamical systems (Katok and Hasselblatt, 1995) and category theories, topology (Akin, 1993) and differential geometry, ergodic (Pollicott and Michiko, 1997) and fixed point theories, combinatorics * E-mail: pznr.rff@elefot.tsu.tomsk.ru. (Harper and Mandelbaum, 1985) , representation theory (Vershik, 1992) , domain theory (Potts, 1995) etc. Pleiad of these theories works wonderful for natural phenomena and is absolutely helpless as only one tries to apply one of them to social and cultural events.
Today one should ask oneself whether a formalism of integro-differential equations he applies in social realm is sufficient for adequate synergetic exposition of phenomenon, for example, socioeconomic development? To be fair the most often answer is going to be "no". The reason is in man.
Models of some natural, socioeconomic, political etc. dynamical and self-organizing processes should take into account a presence of anthropological factor intrinsic to these ones. A man with his diverse set of behavioral patterns enriches any kind of human-loaded phenomena (HLP) with unpredictability and enormous complexity. In particular, in this humanitarian context a cognitive activity of a human being appears to be a part of HLP almost the most difficult for explication and at the same time to be a generic feature of a carrier of cultural patterns and archetypes. In modeling of synergetic aspects in physical, chemical and other "behavioral systems"
there is no such difficulty. Therefore a due regard for cognition in social-synergetic models, being an independent scientific problem, is suitable to be a criterion of their completeness.
The article presents some kind of an elaboration of HLP models that use differential calculus by introducing a mathematical caption of cognition due to consideration of a dynamical system embedded in a manifold with inconstant metrics. The author shows that such system is nothing but an "intellectually and mentally inspired" neural network (Buffalov, 1998) capable of learning (Mitchell, 1997) , recognition (Ripley, 1996) , generalizing and forecasting. It is also shown that metrics alteration actually is the training of this neural network.
There is an alternative attempt of Scott and Fucks (1995) to depict some features of human brain using the theories of attractors and Sil'nikov chaos. It gives a notion about dynamics complexity and perpetuity by means of the dynamical systems theory, and we try using the same theory and differential geometry to show how to provide a dynamical system with intellectual and mental properties to make it suitable for modeling of social and cultural HLP.
Intellectual systems with cognition and selfregulation usually represent a wide class of complex adaptive living beings studied by humanitarian, medical and biological sciences. Machine learning theory (Mitchell, 1997 ) reflects on manmade selftraining devices analogue to their biological prototypes. We address a neural network studied by this theory as one of such artificial systems endowed with a synthetic intellect and cognition suitable for "intellectual" sophistication of the ordinary differential calculus.
II. NEURAL NETWORKS
Neural networks (Ripley, 1996) In this article we are going to use the differentialgeometrical formalism to describe neural networks of a certain architecture outlined in Petritis (1995) and to implement them for "intellectualization" of differential formalism and dynamical systems, in particular. This approach is rather new though there were some attempts in Potts (1995) concerning forgetful neural networks to derive the embedding strength decay rate of the stored patterns using recent advances in domain and topology theories.
We consider neural networks, which can be defined as a cascade conjunction of several properly constructed layers. The typical one has the following structure (Petritis, 1995 The last layer is fedback to the first one.
The previous passage outlines the neural network's description framework giving a strict definition to its structure what's of fundamental meaning in neural network technique. Relaying on that fact we assume that any system including a dynamical one, which allows a description within that framework can be treated as "intellectual" and possessing cognition so far as neural network. Now one can transfer the concept of cognition to the scene of the differential calculus and the theory of dynamical systems in a very simple and universal fashion. Just develop a generalized description of the dynamical systems in such a manner that it incorporates the neural network's description as particular case. Such unifying generalization will automatically assign all properties of the neural network to the dynamical system and vice versa. The context accompanying the assignment will define the differential-geometric content of cognition. 
III. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY BACKGROUND

VI. METRICS ALTERATION VERSUS TRAINING
"Intellectualization" endows a dynamical system (X, F) with one more degree of freedom revealed in plasticity of quantities defining the metrics of X. This plasticity reflects training abilities of the neural network associated with the dynamical system. Let us consider autonomous differential equations establishing an arbitrary training algorithm:
where y is defined through integral with G in integrand [refer Eq. (2)].
If close enough to an end of the training process the integro-differential equation (4) Here and further we mean a summation all over dummy indexes values.
As you can see the metrics evolution equations (5) describe the motion of 2n coupled oscillators.
VII. SOLUTION OF THE METRICS EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
We rewrite Eqs. (5) in a concise matrix form: (Haken and Stadler, 1990 To solve this problem and to make the procedure of training of the neural network declining one have to restrict a scope of synaptic weights evolution in light of a special kind of dynamical system (2).
One of the possible ways, which lies in wonderful agreement with experiment is to consider a dynamical system displaying the Sil'nikov chaos (Scott and Fucks, 1995 
IX. CONCLUSION
We tried to make a due regard for cognition in social-synergetic models of HLP that use differential calculus by introducing a mathematical caption of cognition due to consideration of a dynamical system embedded in a manifold with changeable metrics.
Any dynamical system (X,F) evolving in the phase space X with changeable Riemannian metrics G appears to be a neural network with transfer functions Fi, i= 1,... ,n, and G as the matrix of synaptic weights. Such interpretation has two very important consequences:
It enriches exceedingly the neural network theory by the theoretical and computational power of topology and smooth theories, category and ergodic theories, dynamical systems and fixed point theories, Lie algebras, phase portrait technique etc. It endows social-synergetic models with extra "cognitive" degrees of freedom giving a real possibility to grasp anthropological dimension of some natural, cultural, socioeconomic, political, dynamical and self-organizing processes etc.
When close enough to a fixed point the dynamics of synaptic weights defining the metrics G is described by the system of differential equations for 2n 2 coupled oscillators. We find this solution to be in wonderful coherence with the fact of the neocortex oscillatory activity.
The idea of the dynamical system embedded in the manifold with inconstant metrics plays considerable role in the new understanding of neural networks and the nature of training. The interpretation offered here does not apply for generality and completeness of an exposition of all details. Its main purpose is to designate the new approach to comprehension of anthropological dimension in social-synergetic models; understanding of neural networks within the framework of the nonlinear dynamics (synergetics).
